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INTRODUCTION

ANOMALY DETECTION/ACTIVE LEARNING PIPELINE

• In the National Airspace System (NAS), rule-based exceedances are used to identify
safety issues. Anomaly detection methods have been applied to find new safety issues.
• Statistical anomaly detection methods often result in false alarms, i.e. anomalous data
being flagged even when the anomaly does not pose a safety issue.
• Our previous work added an active learning algorithm to an anomaly detection system
analyzing commercial aviation data. The active learning strategy was designed to train a
model while accounting for the extreme scarcity of safety issues in commercial aviation.
• However, this past approach worked poorly for multi-Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)
missions, where anomalies are more common.
• We developed additional active learning strategies and a scheme to switch between
these strategies. We demonstrate significant improvement upon the past work.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
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• Nominal Data are used to train the Inductive
Monitoring System (IMS), an online clustering algorithm
used for anomaly detection.
• The Meta Monitoring System (MMS) is an add-on to
IMS that derives separate models of nominal and
anomalous data from IMS.
• Active Learning uses the SME to label appropriate
nominal and anomalous data with the goal of reducing
the false alarm rate. We use a two-class Support Vector
Machine (SVM).
• Previous work always chose to label the Most Likely
Positive (MLP) example, which is the example that the
current model says is the most anomalous point that
has not already been labeled. This is good for
commercial aviation with very few anomalies.

ADDED STRATEGIES

• With our lower class-imbalance, MLP quickly yielded a
very low precision, high recall classifier, as examples
chosen were mostly already correctly-labeled OS, so
minimal learning occurred.
• Alternating between MLP and Most Likely Negative (MLN)
has a similar problem – most selected examples are
already correctly labeled, so there is minimal learning.
• To get label for some potentially mislabeled examples, we
added Least Likely Positive (LLP) and Least Likely Negative
(LLN) to sometimes choose points close to the decision
boundary, like traditional active learning.
• Also considered examples for which the classification
changed after the SME labeled one example – these may
have been correctly labeled examples for which the label
got changed, so the new classifications for these examples
should be confirmed, but not exhaustively (waste of SME’s
time).

THE FOLLOWING FOUR STRATEGIES ARE ADDED TO THE SET THAT IS CHOSEN ACCORDING
TO THE FLOW CHART TO THE LEFT:
• Check for Misclassified OS (CM_OS): If the model changed the label of more than one
anomaly to OS during the previous update, then build a list of anomalies to check for
potential misclassification and pick the first one. The list is made up of all the labels
that have been changed relative to the last iteration, starting from the point closest to
the boundary and moving outwards.
• Check for Next Misclassified OS (CNM_OS): Pick the next potentially mislabeled OS
anomaly to check in the list.
• Check for Misclassified NOS (CM_NOS): If the model changed the label of more than
one anomaly to NOS during the previous update, build a list of anomalies to check for
potential misclassification and pick the first one. The list is made up of all the labels
that have been changed relative to the last iteration, starting from the point closest to
the boundary and moving outwards.
• Check for Next Misclassified NOS (CNM_NOS): Pick the next potentially mislabeled
NOS anomaly to check in the list.

• Data from multiple past missions can be used to train an anomaly detection method.
• Use active learning to obtain Subject Matter Expert (SME) feedback on whether
anomalies identified are operationally significant (OS) or not (NOS), and the SME’s
rationale for their decision. This aims to reduce both SME burden and false alarm rate.
• During new missions, monitor vehicles to identify OS anomalies. If an anomaly similar to
an SME-labeled anomaly occurs, then a rationale will appear on the mission manager’s
display as a possible explanation for why the anomaly is OS or NOS. This can help
identify a suitable mitigation.
• Our mission is a simulated multi-UAS search and rescue mission implemented in Unity.
Anomalies were seeded in the form of obstacle avoidance algorithm failures that lead to
collisions with trees.

DATA

RESULTS

• 586 total simulations, varying number of vehicles, individual vehicle operating
characteristics, and search area.
• All vehicles move in a ”lawnmower” search pattern with the goal of finding one target.
• 382 simulations used for training---92 had OS anomalies, 290 had NOS anomalies.
• 204 simulations used for testing---102 had OS anomalies, 102 had NOS anomalies.

COMPARISON TO TYPICAL ACTIVE LEARNING STRATEGY
MLP Strategy

Our Dynamic Strategy without the SME providing a
window of where the anomaly occurred

Our Dynamic Strategy with the SME providing a
window of where the anomaly occurred

• The MLP strategy worked as we expected – classifier latched onto a model and largely gave the SME already correctly-labeled examples
• The dynamic strategy worked much better – especially on recall. The second graph shows the results when our dynamic strategies were implemented.
• The second graph shows the precision and recall when our dynamic strategies were implemented, with the SME also being asked to provide the time window where
they think the anomaly occurred.

CONCLUSIONS

Baseline Strategy

Our Dynamic Strategy

• Demonstrated effectiveness of choosing among multiple active learning strategies, including those that account for examples for which learning changed the labels, i.e.
fixing potential misclassification while training.
• Currently working to deploy algorithm for operational use.
• Future Work
• Allowing for multiple SMEs who may disagree, by learning and accounting for different SMEs’ biases.
• Developing real time mission monitor that can display active learning rationales when operations similar to previously-labeled examples appear.

